Brooklyn Beckham and Nicola Peltz Relist Beverly Hills Home, Luxury Sales Climb in Austin, and More Real Estate News

From high-profile design commissions to exciting listings, there is always something new happening in the world of real estate. In this roundup, AD PRO has everything you need to know.

First look inside Brooklyn's Olympia DUMBO

The developers of Olympia DUMBO, the new 33-story Brooklyn high-rise, have shared a first look inside the interiors of what’s poised to be the tallest (and most expensive) residential tower in the borough.

Designed by Hill West Architecture, with interiors from AD100 firm Workstead, the 76-unit tower takes inspiration from “the story of the neighborhood,” Workstead cofounder Ryan Mahoney tells AD PRO, with nods to the architecture and millwork of maritime culture, as well as nearby New York Harbor.

“We arrived at the word ‘oceanic,’ because it evokes both sparkling water and the beauty of a storm at sea,” says senior designer Nadine Lynch.

Listing for $19.5 million, Olympia's 32nd-floor penthouse could become the priciest property in Brooklyn.